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Why quality control software? Why now?

Top painting contractors from across the U.S. are 

turning to TruQC for their quality control and job-site 

documentation software, and we couldn’t be happier. 

But still, many industrial painters are relying on out-

dated methods of recording the daily happenings on 

their job-sites. When it comes to the quality of the job 

done, and the safety of the crew doing it, is  

there any real reason not to invest in paperless  

documentation? 

 

Without a doubt some myths about job-site technology 

investments still persist. “The next big thing will be out 

soon, so I’ll invest in that,” or, “productivity increases 

won’t be enough to offset the initial investment.” 

Maybe you consider your operation too small to need 

to go paperless. 

 

These are all logical concerns. We would expect them 

to at least cross the minds of discerning business own-

ers. But for reasons we’ll point out, the iPad is here to 

stay, companies who have invested in TruQC are con-

sistently reporting returns on their investment and 

even small companies are benefitting from its use.

Why us, why now?
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If you’re still in need of convincing, or curious as to our 

confidence that the iPad is the tablet that will emerge 

superior, check out this list, highlighting the largest 

iPad rollouts as of November of 2013. If there’s any 

doubt that the workforces will be familiar with work-

ing on the iPad, notice the amount of K-12 schools on 

the list. 

Beyond the classroom, the iPad has become increas-

ingly adaptable to industrial job-sites. Battery-life has 

improved significantly on the device, new case designs 

have improved durability, and with an interface famil-

iar to many smart phone users, the iPad has become 

an ideal workplace tool. 

The rise of cloud-based computing is another factor in 

the increasing suitability of tablets to work outside of 

a traditional office. The ability to store data via a third 

party in virtual space has reduced the need for bulky 

hard drives, while still allowing workers to access vital 

project information from the field. Improvements in 

password technology and advancements in data en-

cryption are also making online data storage increas-

ingly secure.

The tablet    is here to stay

While it is true that, year after year, new models of tablets will likely be released 

by leading tech companies, the over-arching concept of the small, highly portable 

and powerful computing device is here to stay.
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While the industrial market may still not match its 

pre-recession state, it’s certainly showing continued 

signs of recovery. 

As reported by the Engineering News-Record, de-

spite October hiccups resulting from uncertainty in 

Washington, revenue from specialty contractors is 

by-and-large on the rise. Overall profits from the top 

600 companies it ranks were up 12.7%. Of the 519 

companies that made ENR’s list in 2012 and 2013, 

67.1% of those contractors reported an increase in 

revenue. 

With that increase in demand for services, contrac-

tors across the board are continuously pointing to a 

common barrier to their expansion. 

“As the market continues to improve, specialty con-

tractors are worrying, once again, about whether 

there will be enough skilled craft workers to do the 

jobs available,” writes ENR. 

Experienced craftsman are retiring faster than they 

are being replaced. Safety issues, arising from less 

experienced workforces, must be accounted for. 

Shortages mean labor has the potential to outpace 

material costs as the most significant increase in 

total project costs. 

If this situation sounds familiar—if work orders are 

coming in faster than applications from qualified 

job seekers—perhaps you could use a helping hand 

around the job-site that’s proven, safe and efficient. 

Surely it wouldn’t hurt if this helping hand were 

asking for a minimal salary and no benefits. 

Here’s where TruQC comes in to shake up your 

quality control operations. Our clients consistently 

report saving significant time as a result of imple-

menting TruQC. Listen to a few tell their stories, in 

their own words, on our case studies page. 

The story often goes like this for our clients: From 

the job-site to the home office, TruQC is eliminating 

the need for extra hires and providing significant 

return on investment by streamlining operations.  

Hours eliminated from quality control and job-site 

documentation tasks are now being reallocated to 

new business acquisition and expansion.

Productivity through technology
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A touch of professionalism

An investment in technology is a simple way for small-

er companies to show their commitment to staying 

relevant and growing with the times. TruQC’s per-user 

pricing model makes the software just as affordable 

for smaller painting operations as the industry giants, 

enabling companies of all sizes to display the same 

amount of professionalism, high safety standards and 

attention to detail, regardless of the size of the com-

pany or the scale of the job.  

Not only do owners appreciate the prompt reporting 

made possible by TruQC, but auditors from OSHA and 

SSPC have also praised our clients for their organi-

zation. Contractors using TruQC no longer have to 

scramble for the documentation auditors require. 

They’re all centrally located on the iPad. The days of 

hand-written reports on crumpled paper have come 

and gone.
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Request a 
live demo

Contact us with questions
314-457-3920 

sales@truqcapp.com           

108 N. Clay Ave., Suite 210 

Kirkwood, MO 63122 

The time is right
As the market for specialty contractors continues  

to improve, don’t miss your chance to expand. 

Schedule a live demo to see how TruQC can be-

come the newest member of your workforce, and 

allow you to take on the jobs you would ideally see 

on your company’s resume. 

About TruQC
TruQC is the cloud-based app built for the iPad 

that’s taking job-site documentation paperless. 

Originally built for a top industrial painting contrac-

tor, TruQC was designed to be easy-to-use, com-

pact, objective, and to conform to common industry 

standards and certification requirements.

Learn more about TruQC
Interested in finding out more about our software? 

Check out our case studies to see how we are pro-

viding real savings of both time and money for our 

customers, or keep up with our blog for the latest 

news in quality control, tech and more.

Visit truqcapp.com/trytruqc
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